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Over the past 30 years, Nicole Jansen has coached and trained thousands of visionary
entrepreneurs to grow and transform their businesses, relationships, and communities.
As a Certified Human Behavior Specialist, Transformational Leadership Coach, Business
Advisor, Master Facilitator and Speaker, Nicole has developed her own unique brand of
mentorship, which focuses on activating your God-given identity and purpose, and
implementing sound business and life principles for holistic success.

Her clientele spans a wide range of industries, from start-up entrepreneurs to large
franchise organizations, including finance, real estate, media, technology, sports, wellness,
training, faith-based initiatives, humanitarian projects, and even space exploration. 

Her passion for transformation and growth extends beyond the boardroom to the next
generation of leaders, through conferences, webinars, masterminds, speaking, personal
mentorship, and philanthropy. 

She is the founder and host of the Leaders of Transformation podcast, a top 1.5% podcast
globally with over 500 episodes, reaching listeners in 140 countries. 
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP COACH 

BUSINESS ADVISOR | SPEAKER | PODCAST HOST

Nicole facilitated an amazing workshop that proved to
be valuable both for myself and for the team in
general. We were able to identify our individual talents,
and how they could complement the overall strengths
of the team in moving forward. It was a memorable
team-building exercise, which has set the bar very high. 

~ Sandra Song, Economic, Policy and Planning
Analyst, Industry Canada
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POPULAR SEMINAR TOPICS

ADDITIONAL TOPICS

Rise To Your Greatness: The Secret to Achieving Greater Results Quicker
Have you ever felt like there was more you were capable of, but you weren’t exactly sure how to tap
into it and reach your full potential? Do you have big dreams and goals, but something seems to be
holding you back from bringing them into full reality? Every person has the ability to be successful but
not everyone is. In this session, we discuss a powerful Results Model that explains 
what determines the results you’ll achieve, and how to break through 
to the level of success you desire. 

Lead Your Industry: How to Put Your Business in the 
Power Position
How do you take your business from a place of “Invisible” in the marketplace 
to a position of “Power” where you dominate your market? Save time, 
energy, and frustration. In this enlightening session, we discuss the six 
phases of a business, help you identify where you are right now, and 
teach you the proven formula for moving up the scale to where you 
aspire to be.

People Dynamics: How to Build Better Relationships and
More Cohesive Teams
Ever wonder why certain people act the way they do? Ever wonder why 
YOU act the way YOU do? In this session you’ll discover your unique 
personality style, how people are wired differently and why that’s a 
good thing! We explore the basic needs and motivational factors 
that influence decision making, communication style, leadership 
style, selling style, ideal work environment, and team dynamics. 

Every business is a people business. Master people dynamics
and become a high-performing leader who others happily follow. 

How to Develop a Resilient Mindset and Turn Setbacks into Setups
How to Create a High-Performing Team that Embraces Change Head On
Integrating Faith and Business in our Modern World
How to Become a Leader of Transformation
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TESTIMONIALS

AS SEEN ON

SPEAKER INTRODUCTION

As a transformational leadership coach and business advisor, Nicole Jansen has been
empowering visionary entrepreneurs and business leaders for over 30 years. Her passion
is bringing out the best in people, while achieving greater results and making a more
meaningful impact in the world. She is the founder and host of the Leaders of
Transformation podcast, a top 1.5% podcast globally, reaching listeners in 140 countries.  

"Nicole Jansen is the real deal. She was a featured speaker on my Global Champions Summit
and all I can say is WOW. The information she shared about impacting the world through
Effective Strategy and Value was mind-blowing. I took notes! LOL. She had so many nuggets that
were practical, easy to follow and transformative, my global audience was blown away.”

~ Camilita Nuttall, CEO Event of Champions

"Nicole's ability to engage participants and impart actionable knowledge is exceptional. Her
workshops are transformative, equipping attendees with the tools and mindset for success." 

~ Lalit Guglani, Centennial College, COIE
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"Nicole is an exceptional coach, engaging speaker, and a powerful motivator with a great sense
of humor! Her interactive process creates a positive energy and empowers clients with the
courage to tackle respective challenges in the workplace." ~ Ellie McCarthy, CHRP, CHRL


